
IMPORTANT RECENT ACHIEVEMENTS 
 

 
  

CONFIRMATORY OSCILLOGRAPH CAR RUNS (COCR) 
Confirmatory oscillograph car runs (COCR) 
are carried out to increase the speed of 
trains more than 120kmph, which enables 
passengers to travel faster to their 
destination and also enable full utilisation of 
upgraded track. 
 In this series following important COCRs 
are conducted. 
1.  A Confirmatory oscillograph car run was 
carried out to increase the maximum speed 
of Delhi airport metro express line to 
120kmph .This has facilitated to reach Delhi 
Airport in much lesser time than road traffic.  
 
2. A Confirmatory oscillograph car run of 22 
AC/NON AC LHB coach train was carried 
out over Mugalsarai-Ghaziabad at 
130kmph This will facilitate to attach NON-
AC coaches also in High speed train which 
are meant for common man.  

CRASH TEST 
RDSO has endeavoured to make a 
Crashworthy Designs of coaches, which will 
minimize the injuries in passenger area 
during accidents.  
To validate the Crashworthy design a Crash 
test was conducted on a new Crashworthy 
design LHB coach.  

 

STRESS INVESTIGATION SQUEEZE TEST 
There is a constant effort to improve the 
design of Wagons by changing the material 
and manufacturing procedure. To assess 
its effect on strength Stress investigation 
Squeeze Test is conducted.  
A series of Stress investigation trials were 
carried out to assess the structural strength 
of new design wagons (BRN- 22.9t, BCNHL 
(Design –D) and BOXNHL MBS 
manufactured by various wagon 
manufacturers), which will increase the 
carrying capacity of these wagons. 

 

ROUTE CLEARANCE STUDY AND CONFIRMATORY OSCILLOGRAPH CAR 
RUNS 



Double Decker coaches were design to 
carry more passengers in a coach with 
comfort. Before the introduction of these 
coaches, to check infringement with any 
structure i.e. platform, platform shelter etc 
Route clearance Studies was carried out.  
 
A series of Route clearance studies and 
Confirmatory oscillograph car runs were  
carried out in different section (Howrah-
Dhanbad, Delhi Sarai Rohilla-Rewari & 
Bombay Central-Ahmedabad) for 
introduction of Double Decker LHB coaches 
with the  purpose of increasing the carrying 
capacity of trains.  

 
 

Modernization of Testing Infrastructure for 
Field Trials has been done in last one 
 ( 2010) on par with world standards which 
has enable the directorate to carry out 
accurate and reliable field testing of rolling 
stock.  

 
 

  
 Important Trials conducted on Carriage 
  

 Oscillation trial on BG AC EOG Double decker chair car coach fitted with pneumatic suspension 
at secondary stage on FIAT bogie up to max test speed of 180 kmph on AGC-BAD section of NC 
Rly on track maintained to C&M1 Vol 1 standard  

 Osc. trial of prototype BG AC EOG Double Decker chair car coach fitted with pneumatic 
suspension at secondary stage on fiat bogie upto max speed of 115 kmph  on BE-MB section has 
been conducted successfully.  

 Stationary and running braking trials on 08 Double Decker coaches and two power car rake on 
Howrah-Dhanbad section of E Rly.  

 Longidunal jerk trial on AP express with unmodified CBC coupler between SC-ndls-sc  

 Oscillation trials of NGEF Kolkata Metro Rake coaches up to a maximum test speed of 90 kmph 
over Shova Bazaar –Central station was conducted successfully.  

 Oscillation Trial of Delhi Airport Metro Coaches Manufactured by M/s CAF, Spain up to a 
maximum test speed of 135 kmph over Dhaula kuan - Dwarka Sector -21 sections of SG Network 
in both Empty and Loaded condition with Air Spring in fully inflated and deflated mode.  

 Emergency braking distance trial of Delhi Airport Metro coaches Manufactured by M/s CAF, 
Spain up to a maximum test speed of 120 kmph over Dhaula kuan to Dwarka Sector-21 sections 
of DAMEPL SG Network in both Empty and Loaded condition with Air suspension arrangement.  

 Oscillation trials of LHB AC Hot Buffet car, generator car &AC 2T coach fitted with Air spring 
suspension at the secondary stage with FIAT bogie has been conducted successfully at the 
speed of 135 kmph over NAD-UJN-BIH section of Western Railway and 180 kmph over PWL-
AGC.  



 Oscillation trials of SG A/c Chair car with LHB shell and ICF bogie fitted with Air spring 
suspension at the secondary stage has been conducted successfully at the speed of 145 kmph 
over Virar-ST section of Western Railway.  

 Oscillation trials of DMRC SG stock at the speed of 95 kmph over Mundka Surajmal section were 
completed. EBD trial was also conducted upto 85 kmph.  

 Longitudinal Jerk trials of ICF rake fitted with H-type tight lock CBC and low preload draft gear 
hauled by various locomotives including locomotive fitted with H-type tight lock CBC and low 
preload draft gear has been done and has shown the least values of Maximum jerks.  

 Oscillation trial of MEMU coaches fitted with pneumatic suspension at secondary stage has been 
completed successfully upto a max speed of 120 kmph over C&M 1 Vol I std and other than C&M 
1 Vol I std route.  

 Oscillation trials of DMRC BG stock at the speed of 95 kmph over Noida City Centre-Dwarka 
Sector 9, Jahangirpuri-Central Secretariat was completed. EBD trial was also conducted upto 85 
kmph.  

 Feasibility trial at 1 in 27 gradient on Kolkatta Metro Railway was conducted.  

 Oscillation trial of GaribRath coaches was completed successfully upto a max speed of 135/145 
kmph over C&M 1 Vol I std and other than C&M 1 Vol I std route respectively.  

 Squeeze test of LHB shell manufactured by ICF has been completed successfully.  

 Stationary and running braking trial on 08 Double Decker coaches and 2 LHB power car rake on 
Howrah- Dhanbad section of Eastern Railway.  

 Kinematic Behaviour of BG AC EOG Double Decker coach fitted with pneumatic suspension at 
secondary stage on FIAT bogie in UP as well as Down direction between Howrah and Dhanbad.  

 Longitudinal jerk trials on Dibrugarh Rajdhani Express train between NDLS-LKO  

 Jerk Trial of LHB rake fitted with Dellner type couplers  

 Oscillation trials on BG AC EOG Double Decker Chair Car Coach fitted with pneumatic secondary 
suspension at fiat bogie upto the maximum test speed of 130 kmph on 2º Curve of BZL-DKAE 
section of Eastern Railway.  

 Oscillation Trial of Bangalore Metro Rail Corporation Ltd (BMRCL) Coaches Manufactured by M/s 
Hyundai - Rotem/Korea up to a maximum test speed of 85 kmph over Mahatma  Gandhi Road to 
Baiyappanahalli  sections of SG Network in both Empty and Loaded condition with Air Spring in 
fully inflated, deflated and partly deflated mode.  

 Emergency braking distance trial of Bangalore Metro Rail Corporation Ltd (BMRCL) Coaches 
Manufactured by M/s Hyundai - Rotem/Korea up to a maximum test speed of 75 kmph over 
Mahatma  Gandhi Road to Baiyappanahalli  sections of SG Network in both Empty and Loaded 
condition with Air suspension arrangement  

 Osc trials on MRVC AC-DC EMU coaches with ICF shell and SIEMENS bogie have been 
completed successfully upto the speed of 130 kmph over Dahanu Rd-Vr section of Western 
Railway.  

 Oscillation & EBD trials of Air Conditioned Kolkata Metro Coaches has been completed 
successfully at the speed of 90 & 80 kmph respectively between Shova Bazar-Central Station of 
Metro Railway. 

 Confirmatory   Oscillograph car run (COCR) of Rajdhani Express train with a rake comprising 
Oscillograph car and 18 LHB AC (EOG) empty coaches hauled by  single WAP5  locomotive at 
the speed of 140 kmph between AGC-BINA section of NC Railway. 

 Emergency Braking Distance trials on MRVC AC/DC EMU stock fitted with ICF shell and 

Siemens Bogie with air suspension arrangement for 9 car rake on CCG-VR section of Western 

Railway. 



 Emergency Braking Distance and Full Service Braking Distance Trials of 22 AC / Non AC EOG 

LHB coaches up to a maximum test speed of 130 kmph over MGS-GZB (UP & DN Line) Section 

of North Central Railway in Loaded condition. 

 Longitudinal jerk trial run Of 22 AC/NON AC EOG LHB coaches hauled byWAP7 locomotive Over 

MGS-GZB (UP & DN) section of NCR on track maintained to C&M-1 vol.-1 standards upto a 

maximum speed of 130 kmph. 

 Route clearance study on rake of Max 08 nos of AC EOG Double decker coach (width 3135 mm) 

& 2 nos of LHB Power car over HWH-DHN (up & Dn ) section up to max speed of 110 kmph. 

 Conducting Route Clearance studies of a rake consisting of 13 Nos. of BG high capacity AC EOG 

Double Decker chair car fitted with pneumatic suspension at the secondary stage on FIAT bogies 

having axle load of 16.25t and 2 nos of BG Gen Van on Delhi Sarai Rohilla Rewari section of N 

Rly. 

 COCR of a rake consisting of 13 Nos. of BG high capacity AC EOG Double Decker chair car 

fitted with pneumatic suspension at the secondary stage on FIAT bogies having axle load of 

16.25t and 2 nos of BG Gen Van on ADI-BCT-ADI section of W. Rly at the max speed of 130 

kmph with WAP5 loco. 

 Oscillation trials on MRVC AC/DC emu coaches with ICF make Shell and “Siemens” bogie fitted 

with air spring at the Secondary stage upto a maximum test speed of 145 kmph in Empty and 

loaded condition with air spring in inflated mode Over Dahanu road- Virar up line section of 
Western Railway (cleared up to 130 kmph in empty inflated mode). 

 Measurement of Primary spring deflection and secondary vertical bump stop gap of LHB GS 

Coach of Sampoorna Kranti Express at sectional speed over NDLS-PNBE-NDLS section of NR. 

NC and East Central Rly. 

 Route clearance study on a rake of max. 08 AC EOG Double Decker Coach (width 3153 mm) + 

two LHB power car in Up as well as Dn direction between Howrah-Dhanbad station.   

 Oscillation trial on second class non-AC EOG LHB variant Coach(LS2&LS3) fitted on fiat bogies 

with modified suspension at secondary stage upto a max. test speed of 115kmph over Bereilly-

Moradabad section of N.Rly. on track maintained to other than C&M1 Vol. 1 standard. 

 Oscillation trial on second class non-AC EOG LHB variant Coach(LS2&LS3) fitted on fiat bogies 

with modified suspension at secondary stage upto a max. test speed of 145kmph over GWL-

AGC-MTJ section of N.C. Rly. on track maintained to C&M-1 Vol. 1 standard. 

 Route clearance study on a rake of max. 11 AC EOG Double Decker Coach (width 3050 mm) + 

two LHB power car in Up as well as Dn direction between Chennai and Bangalore stations. 

 Oscillation trials of BG Bogie Brake Van type BVCM with wear adopted wheel profile by a test 

train consisting of one WDM2/WDM3 A Locomotive at a max permissible test speed of 110kmph 

over HWH-Bandale section of HWH Div. of E. Rly. on track maintained to other than C&M1 vol.1.  

 Oscillation trials of 4 Wheeler BG self propelled over head equipment inspection car 
manufactured by M/s Ovis equipment Pvt. Ltd. on sikandrabad-WAD1 section of SC Rly. upto a 
max test speed of 85kmph in empty & loaded condition. 

 Instrumented Measuring Wheel for ICF Coaching Stock 915mm dia. Wheel set. (May 2013) 

 TM run over NDLS-HWH-NDLS Rajdhani route conducted in May- 2013. (June 2013) 

 TM run over NDLS-KLK-NDLS Shatabdi route conducted in May- 2013. (June 2013) 

 Oscillation trial of BG main line GS Coaches fitted with stiffer coil spring at primary and 

secondary stage on ICF Bogie upto max test speed of 115Kmph on LKO-FD Section of 

N. Railway on track maintained to other than C&M-1 vol.1 standard . (July 2013) 



 Squeeze Load test of 1400HP HHP DEMU Coach Shell (modified/straight ended) 

manufactured by ICF, Chennai. (July 2013) 

 Longitudinal jerk trial on Lucknow Mail train comprising of 24 AC/Non-AC Coaches 

hauled by WDP4 and WDP4B Loco over LKO-NDLS upto 110 Kmph. (Aug 2013) 

 TM run over NDLS-MCT-NDLS Rajdhani route conducted in July 2013. (Aug 2013) 

 Oscillation trial on Rapid Metro Rail Gurgaon Limited (RMGL) Coaches supplied by 

M/s Siemens Transportation System with Pneumatic suspension at secondary stage over 

Sikanderpur-DLF Phase III-Sikanderpur section of Gurgaon Metro standard gauge track 

up to a max test speed of 80 Kmph. (Sept 2013)   

 Squeeze Load test of Motor Coach AC EMU MRVC Phase II (with Bombardier Electric) 

manufactured by ICF, Chennai. (Sept 2013) 

 EBD Trial of Rapid Metro Rail Gurgaon Limited (RMGL) Coaches supplied by M/s 

Siemens Transportation System and manufactured by Zhuzhou Electric Locomotive 

Company Ltd., Zhuzhou, Hunan, China up to a max. test speed of 70 Kmph over 

Sikanderpur to Sikanderpur up section of SG Network in both Empty and Loaded 

condition with Air suspension arrangement in secondary stage. (Sept 2013)   

 TM run over NDLS-AGC-NDLS Shatabdi Route conducted in August 2013. (Sept 2013) 

 COCR for 12019/12020 Shatabdi Exp Train consisting of one WAP4 Class of 

locomotives followed by an Oscillograph Car and 12 nos of LHB AC(EOG) Coaches at 

max speed of 130 Kmph over HWH-DHN-HWH section of Eastern/E.C. Rly. (Sept 

2013) 

 TM run over NDLS-Chennai Central-NDLS Rajdhani route conducted in September 

2013. (Oct 2013) 

 Longitudinal jerk trial on Duranto Express (12220&12219) comprising of 16 LHB AC 

Coaches (14 LHB AC Coaches + 02 WLRRM Coaches) fitted with M/s DELLNER 

MAKE CBC hauled by WDM3D Locomotive over Secunderabad- Lokmanyatilak 

Terminus Secunderabad section on main line track up to a max speed of 110 Kmph. (Oct 

2013) 

 A study of lateral force and derailment coefficient measured in ICF Coaching Stock. 

(Nov 2013) 

 Longitudinal jerk trial of Intercity Express empty rake consisting of 15 AC/Non-AC LHB 

Coaches. (Dec 2013) 

 TM run over NDLS-KLK-NDLS Shatabdi  route conducted in Dec. 2013. (Jan 2014) 

 Longitudinal jerk trial of 12425 & 12426 Rajdhani Express comprising of  LHB Coaches 

hauled by WDM3A Locomotive between NDLS and Jammu Tawi on main line track up 

to a max speed of 110 Kmph. (Jan 2014) 

 Oscillation trials of Standard Gauge for reach 3 & 3A system to operate Bangalore Metro 

Coaches manufactured by M/s Hyundai-Rotem/Korea with air suspension arrangement at 

secondary stage at a max speed of 90 Kmph over Bangalore Metro standard gauge system 

on Peeny Industry-Yashwantpur- Sampige road station section. (Jan 2014) 

 EBD trials of Standard Gauge for reach 3 & 3A system to operate Bangalore Metro 

Coaches manufactured by M/s Hyundai-Rotem/Korea with air suspension arrangement at 

secondary stage at a max speed of 80 Kmph over Peeny Industry-Yashwantpur- Sampige 

road station section. (Jan 2014) 



 Squeeze Load test on modified Rail BORNE maintenance vehicle (RBMV) prototype 

under frame manufactured by Phooltas Harsco Rail solutions Pvt. Ltd. , Patna, Haridwar. 

(Jan 2014) 

 Estimation of dynamic augmentation of Load of 1400 HP HHP DEMU DPC existing 

coach based at Car Shed, Jalandhar manufactured by ICF/Chennai. (Jan 2014) 

 Longitudinal jerk trial on Mumbai –NDLS-LHB Rajdhani rake fitted with M/s Faiveley 

make CBC with balance draft gear hauled by WAP5 Loco between NDLS-BCT on 

Rajdhani track upto a max speed of 130 Kmph. (Feb 2014) 

 Running trials of W. Rly. to study the clearance between Coaches and the platform 

coping. (March 2014) 

  COCR of Mail/Express train consisting of 22 nos. of AC/Non-AC EOG LHB Coaches + 

1 Oscillograph Car upto a max speed of 125 Kmph on MGS-Gaya-MGS section of ECR 

on track maintained to C&M1 Vol.1 standard.(March 2014) 

 COCR of Shatabdi Exp Train consisting of one WDP4B locomotives followed by 12 nos 

of LHB AC(EOG) Coaches over HWH-PKA-HWH section of E. Rly. at max speed of 

130 Kmph.(March 2014) 

 Oscillation trials of Mumbai Metro Coaches on standard gauge(SG) manufactured by M/s 

CSR Nanjing Puzhen rolling stock company Ltd., China with air suspension arrangement 

at secondary stage and helical coil spring at primary stage upto a max speed of 90 Kmph 

over Ghatkoper-Versova section of MMOPL. (March 2014) 

 EBD trials of MMOPL Coaches on Standard Gauge manufactured by M/s CSR 

NANJING Puzhen Rolling Stock Co. Ltd. , China over Ghat Koper-Versova, Mumbai 

with air suspension arrangement at secondary stage and helical coil spring at primary 

stage upto a max. speed of 80 Kmph.  (March 2014)  

 Oscillation trials of 12 Car AC EMU MRVC Pase II Coaches with M/s Bambardier 

Electricks with pneumatic suspension in secondary stage having maximum Axle Load of 

20.32t upto a max test speed of 120 Kmph between Ambernath & Karjat section on 

KYN-KJJ section of C. Rly. on track maintained to other than C&M1 Vol.1 standard. 

(April 2014) 

 Study of Lateral force and derailment coefficient measured in ICF Coaching Stock upto 

the test speed of 130 Kmph. (April 2014) 

 Oscillation trials on standard gauge (SG) system for Jaipur Metro RS8 Coaches 

manufactured by M/s BHEL India with air suspension at secondary stage at max speed of 

195 Kmph over Mansarovar dead end-Civil lines (upto Pier 141) in Up & Dn direction of 

Jaipur Metro Net work. (April 2014) 

 EBD trial on SG system for Jaipur Metro “RS8” Coaches manufactured by BEML India 

upto max speed of 85 Kmph. (May 2014) 

 Route clearance study on  a rake of 10 Nos. BG Bogie capacity AC EOG Double Decker  

Chair Car Coaches (width 3050 mm) with two LHB power car (12 Coaches) fitted with 

pneumatic suspension at secondary stage on FIAT Bogies on KCG-GNT-KCG and KCG 

–TPTY-KCG BG section of SC Rly. (May 2014) 



 Measurement of Longitudinal jerk values of LHB Coaches fitted with H type tight lock 

coupler on LKO-NDLS Shatabdi express train no. 12003 during its service run. (May 

2014) 

 Longitudinal Jerk Trials on RJPB-NDLS Rajdhani Express rake fitted with M/s Faiveley 

make CBC and floating plate type draft gear hauled by WAP4 Loco between RJPB-

NDLS section up to a maximum speed of 130 Kmph. (May 2014)  

 EBD trials on AC EMU MRVC Phase II Coaches with M/s Bombardier Electrics and 

having pneumatic suspension in secondary stage upto a max test speed of 110 Kmph over 

KYN-KJT section of Central Railway on track maintained to other than C&M- 1 Vol.1 

standard. (May 2014)  

 Detail Oscillation trial of 03 Coach HS Spurt Car manufactured by ICF, Chennai fitted 

with voith transmission upto max test speed of 115 Kmph on PA-LNL section of C. 

Railway. (May 2014) 

 EBD trial of 03 Coach Spurt Car manufactured by ICF, Chennai fitted with voith              

transmission upto a max test speed of 105 Kmph at PUNA-LNL section of Central 

Railway. (May 2014) 

 COCR of  Shatabdi Exp and similar trains upto a max speed of 160 Kmph between 

NDLS-AGC section of NR & NCR with a rake comprising 12 LHB AC (EOG) Coaches 

on track maintained to C&M-1 Vol.1 standard. (July 2014) 

 Measurement of Longitudinal jerk values on a rake comprising of 12LHB AC EOG 

Coaches fitted with H type tight lock coupler in Shatabdi Exp. and similar trains during 

COCR between NDLS-AGC-NDLS section of NR & NCR at max speed of 160 Kmph. 

(July 2014) 

 EBD trials of Chennai Metro Coaches on Standard Gauge manufactured by M/s Alstom 

Ltd. with  air suspension arrangement at secondary stage and conical rubber spring at 

primary stage upto a max. speed of 80 Kmph on Koyembedu(chainage-9990) to Alandur 

(chainage- 20145) section of corridor -11 of CMRL project. (July 2014) 

 Oscillation trials of Chennai Metro Coaches on (SG) manufactured by M/s Alstom Ltd 

with air suspension arrangement at secondary stage and conical rubber springs at primary 

stage upto max speed of 90Kmph on Up & Dn tracks of Koyembedu Chainage 9990 to 

Alandur Chainage 20145 section of Corridor II of CMRL Project.(July 2014) 

 Oscillation trials on BG 1600 hp HHPDEMU Coaches fitted with pneumatic suspension  

at secondary stage manufactured by ICF/Chennai on track maintained to C&M1 Vol.1 

standard on Daund-Manmad section of Central Railway.(Aug 2014) 

 Route clearance study on  a rake of 14 AC EOG Double Decker  Coach (width 3050 mm) 

+ 3 LHB power car on KCG-BZA and GNT, BZA BG section of SC Railway.(Aug 2014) 

 Second Confirmatory Oscillograph Car run of Shatabdi Express and similar trains upto a 

max speed of 160 Kmph between NDLS-AGC section of NR and NCR with a rake 

comprising 12 LHB AC(EOG) Coaches hauled by single WAP5 Locomotive on track 

maintained to C&M-1 Vol.1 standard. (Oct. 2014) 



 Oscillation trials of 3 Coach high speed SPURT with two power packs manufactured by 

ICF, Chennai fitted with Voith transmission conducted upto test speed of 130 Kmph on 

Bina-Bhopal section of WC Railway. (Oct. 2014) 

 EBD trials of 3 Coach high speed SPURT with two power packs manufactured by ICF, 

Chennai fitted with Voith transmission at max  speed of 120 Kmph on Bina-Bhopal 

section of WC Railway. (Oct. 2014) 

 Route clearance study on   rake of 12 AC EOG Double Decker  Coaches (width 3050 

mm) + 2 LHB Generator Vans hauled by a single WDP4B Diesel Locomotive between 

LJN-ANVT(Via BE,MB and GZB) section of NE & N Railway. (Oct. 2014) 

 Oscillation trial at 85 Kmph and Coupler force, negotiability, EBD and service braking 

trial at 75 Kmph of EUR rake composed of 21 BRN.BRNA,BRNAHS Wagon carrying 

total 60 rail panes of 260m length each located in five layer and one eight wheeler 

covered wagon over DD-MMRsection of C. Rly. (Nov. 2014) 

 Braking distance trial of EP Brake system blended with regenerative brakes of 12 Car AC 

EMU MRVC phase-II stock fitted with M/s Bombardier Electrics over Kalyan-Kerjat 

section of Central Railway at speed of 90,80 & 70 Kmph. (Dec 2014) 

 Longitudinal Jerk and Coupler force trial for validation of draft gear modelling and 

comfort criteria in New Delhi-Lucknow-New Delhi Shatabdi Express(train 

no.12003&12004)during its service run. (Feb 2015) 

 Measurement of Longitudinal Jerk values on a rake comprising with 12 LHB EOG AC 

Coaches during 2nd COCR over NDLS-AGC-NDLS section at 160 Kmph. (Feb 2015) 

 Oscillation trials of Hyderabad Metro Coaches manufactured by Hyundai Rotem 

company , Changwon, South Korea upto max test speed of 90 Kmph on Up&Dn track 

from Nagole to Mettuguda section of Corridor III stage –I at Hyderabad. (March 2015) 

 Emergency Braking Distance trials of Hyderabad Metro Coaches manufactured by 

Hyundai Rotem company , Changwon, South Korea with air suspension arrangement at 

secondary stage and conical rubber spring at primary srage upto max test speed of 80 

Kmph on Nagole to Mettuguda section of Corridor III, stage –I  at Hyderabad. (March 

2015) 

 To measure acceleration and jerk in a train comprising of 15 BG ICF AC/DC EMU 

Coaches (in empty condition) fitted with ‘SEHAKU’ type semi permanent couplers and 

hauled by one front motor coach with all the rear motor coaches put OFF upto max test 

speed of 75 Kmph over CCG-VR-CCG section of Western Railway. (April 2015) 

 Running trial of 16 LHB AC CC Coaches with two Hotel Load HHP Locos without 

power car. (April 2015) 

 Oscillation trial of Diesel hydraulic BG- 4 Wheeler self propelled Mast Erection Machine 

Vehicle(MEMV) manufactured by M/s Phooltas Harso Rail Solutions Pvt. Ltd, Patna on 

track maintained to other than C&M1 Vol. 1 standard on LKO-FD-SHG  section of N. 

Railway upto max speed of 90 Kmph.(April 2015) 



 Running trial of BG AC EMU MRVC Phase II rake(with M/s Bombardier Electrics) 

fitted with air spring at secondary stage and EMU rake fitted with all coil spring on CCG-

BCT-VR BG route (Up & Dn local line) of Western Railway to study the clearance 

between Coach floor bottom and the platform surface.(May 2015) 

 Oscillation trial on LHB non-AC GS variant (LS-5) Coach on fiat bogie fitted with 

pneumatic suspension at secondary stage up to a max test speed of 145 Kmph over Agra- 

Lalitpur (down line) section of NC Railway on track maintained to C&M-1 Vol-1 

standard. (July 2015) 

 Squeeze load testing of proto type BG ICF type II Class sleeper (SCN) shell with 

universal head stock manufactured by ICF, Chennai. (Aug 2015) 

 Detail Oscillation trial on self generating (GS) mainline GS Coach retrofitted with bogie 

of VHP enhanced capacity BG parcel Van (GS2) on Lucknow- Faizabad- Varanasi 

section of Northern Railway   on track maintained to other than C&M-1 Vol-1 standard. 

(Aug 2015) 

 Oscillation trial of SG Non-AC ICF variant Coach (WGSA) with pneumatic suspension 

at secondary stage upto speed of 135 Kmph over Agra-Palwal of NC Railway on C&M 1 

Vol 1 standard. (Sep 2015)  

 Limited longitudinal Jerk measurement trial of Rajdhani Express (12425& 12426) rake 

comprising of 18 LHB AC Coaches of which two AC 3 tier (LWACCN) Coaches 

no.09127/C & 09135/C) attached with the rake were having pneumatic Cylinder 

arrangement fitted at their coupling interface for slack reduction over JAT-UHP-JAT 

section of Northern Railway as non-passenger service. (Nov 2015)  

 Measurement of Longitudinal acceleration ( for derivation of longitudinal jerk) in new 

LHB Shatabdi type rake comprising of 17 Coaches ( 15 LHB Chair Car + 2 Generator 

Van) fitted with 20KJ ‘H’ type tight lock centre buffer coupler and tread cleaning units 

on bogie manufactured by M/s Escorts Ltd and M/s Knorr Bremse respectively over 

ANVT-MB-ANVT section of Northern Railway. (Dec 2015)  

 Squeeze load test of new insulated ‘Rail Milk Tank Van’ “VVNH1” ( 44660 Lt capacity) 

for the transportation of liquid milk ( fitted with BMBS) broad gauge ( 1676 mm) 

designed by M/s RITES. (Dec 2015)  

 Confirmatory Oscillograph Car run with train composition of Rajdhani Express and 

similar train comprising of 21 numbers of AC( EOG) LHB variant Coaches including 2 

LHB Generator Vans hauled by single WAP4/WAP5/WAP7/WAP4 Locomotive on 

BRC-NAD section of Western Railway upto a max speed of 130 Kmph on track 

maintained to C&M-1 Vol.1 standard. (Dec 2015)  

 Confirmatory Oscillograph Car run with train composition of Rajdhani Express and 

similar train comprising of 21 numbers of AC( EOG) LHB variant Coaches including 2 

LHB Generator Vans hauled by single WAP4/WAP5/WAP7/WDP4 Locomotive on VR-

BRC-ADI-PNU section of Western Railway upto a max speed of 130 Kmph on track 

maintained to C&M-1 Vol.1 standard. (Jan 2016) 



 

Important Trials conducted on Wagons 

 Stress Investigation of bogie covered Cement Fly Ash type BCFC wagon manufactured by 
Modern Industries Ltd. Sahibabad  

 Oscillation trial of BCNAHSM1 and BOSTHSM1 wagon with axle load of 22.32t was completed 
successfully upto a max speed of 110 kmph on mainline routes.  

 Oscillation trial of BOBRN wagon with axle load of 22.32t was completed successfully upto a max 
speed of 90/80 kmph in empty/loaded condition over GMO-BRKA section of E.C. Railway.  

 Oscillation trial of 22t axle load BG double stack container wagon type BLCAM & BLCBM was 
completed successfully upto a max speed of 110 kmph in over over Dhasa- Savarkundla section 
of E.C. Railway.  

 Squeeze test of BOXNHL/BCNHL wagon manufactured by various vendors.  

 Oscillation trials of BOXNHL wagon (PU type CCSB PAD series-I) with axle load of 22.9t upto the 
max speed of 110 kmph has been conducted successfully in empty and loaded condition over 
HTE-BNDM section of Ranchi division of S.E Railway.  

 Oscillation trials of BOXNUGB wagon with axle load of 22.82t (CC+8+2t) upto the max speed of 
110 kmph has been conducted successfully in empty and loaded condition over HTE-BNDM 
section of Ranchi division of S.E Railway.  

 Oscillation trials of BOXNUG wagon with axle load of 22.82t (CC+8+2t) upto the max speed of 
110 kmph has been conducted successfully in empty and loaded condition over HTE-BNDM 
section of Ranchi division of S.E Railway.  

 Oscillation trial of BCNM1 and BCNAM1 wagon with axle load of 22.82t (CC+8+2t) has been 
completed successfully upto a max speed of 70 kmph in empty and loaded condition over MB-BE 
section of N. Railway.  

 Oscillation trial of BRSTN and BOMN wagon owned by defence has been completed successfully 
upto a max speed of 85 and 90 kmph in empty and loaded condition respectively over GMO-
BRKA section of E.C. Railway.  

 Oscillation trial of BCNAHSM1 wagon with axle load of 22.82t (CC+8+2t) has been completed 
successfully upto a max speed of 110 kmph MB-BE section of N. Railway.  

 Oscillation trials of 22.32t (CC+6+2t) and 22.82t (CC+8+2t) axle load BG Bogie Covered wagon 
type BCNHSM1was conducted successfully at the speed of 100 kmph in empty and 110 kmph in 
loaded condition over MB-BE section of Northern Railway.  

 Stress Investigation test on BG Stain less steel AC EMU Trailor coach Prototype shell 

manufacturied by M/s BEML Bangalore. 

 Squeeze test on BG stainless steel AC EMU motor coach prototype shell manufactured by  M/S 

BEML, BANGALORE. 

 Squeeze test of under frame of Mast Erection Machine vehicle  prototype manufactured by M/s 

Phooltas Harsco Rail Solution Pvt. Ltd. Haridwar 

 Stress Investigation of BRN 22.9t wagon manufactured by M/s Braithwaite Ltd Howrah 

 Stress investigation on 1600 HP stainless steel DMU trailer coach with wider door opening  (1500 

mm) manufactured by ICF Chennai 

 Stress investigation of BOXNHL MBS wagon manufactured by M/s Besco Ltd Kolkata 

 Squeeze Load tests of BOXNHL MBS wagon manufactured by JRIL Vadodara 

 Stress Investigation of BRN 22.9t wagon manufactured by M/s Jupiter Wagons Ltd Hoogly 

 Stress investigation of BCNHL wagon (Design D) manufactured by Titagarh & Texmaco wagons , 
Modern Industries, Besco, and Jupiter Wagons Ltd.  



 Oscillation trial of 25t axle load B.G.Bogie open Wagon type BOXN 25 M upto a max. speed of 
125kmph on SWM-KTT ((upline of W.C.Rly.) on track maintained to C&M-1 Vol.1 standard. 

 Oscillation trial of 25t axle load B.G.Bogie open Wagon type “BOXN 25 M” on 2 degree curve on 
JP-PL Down Line section of NW Rly. on track maintained to C&M-1 Vol.1 standard upto a max 
test speed of 100kmph. 

 Stress investigation of BRN(22.9t) BMBS Wagon manufactured by M/s HEI Ltd., Santragachi. 
Kolkata. (May 2013) 

 Oscillation trial of 25t axle load B.G.Bogie Double stacked Container Wagon type BLC 25M on 
Kanakpura-Phulera(DN Line) of NW Rly. upto a max test speed of 125 Kmph on track maintained 
to C&M-1 Vol.1 standard. (Nov. 2013) 

 Oscillation trial of 22.0t axle load B.G.Bogie Double stacked Container Wagon type 
BLCAM(modified) and BLCBM (modified)  on Dhasa Savarkundalam section of W. Railway upto 
a max test speed of 110 Kmph.(Feb.2014) 

 Squeeze Load test of BLC “B” Wagon manufactured by M/s Golden Rock Workshop, Trichy. 
(Sep.2014) 

 Oscillation trial of 25t Axle load BG Bogie Open Wagon type “Gondola 25”series-I upto speed of 
100 Kmph in empty and 85 Kmph in loaded condition over CTC-PRDP section of EC Rly.  
(Dec 2014) 

 Oscillation trial of 25t Axle load BG Bogie Open Wagon type “Gondola 25”series-II upto speed of 
110 Kmph in empty and 85 Kmph in loaded condition over CTC-PRDP section of EC Rly. 
 (Dec 2014) 

 Squeeze Load test of ‘BOXNHL’ Wagon  manufactured by AMTEK Railcar Industries Ptv. Ltd., 

Sadhugarh, Punjab. (Feb 2015) 

 Squeeze Load test of ‘BCNHL’ (Design-E) Wagon  manufactured at AMTEK Railcar Industries 
Ptv. Ltd., Sadhugarh, Punjab. (June 2015) 

 Oscillation trial of 25t Axle load BG Bogie Open Wagon type BOXN25M fitted with modified swing 
motion bogie on Nagpur-Itarsi section of C. Railway upto a max speed of 125 Kmph on track 
maintained to C&M-1 Vol-1 standard. (Aug 2015) 

 Detailed Oscillation trial of 25t Axle load BG Bogie Open Wagon type BOXNHL25T fitted with 
CASNUB22HS Boagie and different type side bearers in loaded condition upto max speed of 110 
Kmph on Titlagarh-Singapur road section of East Coast Railway on track maintained to other than 
C&M-1 Vol-1 standard. (Oct 2015) 

 Oscillation trial of 25t Axle load BG Bogie Open Wagon BOXNELin empty and loaded condition 

on track maintained to other than C&M-1 Vol-1 standard from Titlagarh-Singapur road up section 

(from Km 202.686 to 333.04) over East Coast Railway. (Jan 2016) 

  Oscillation trial of 25t Axle load BG Bogie Open Wagon type “BOYEL” in empty and loaded 
condition on track maintained to other than C&M-1 Vol-1 standard from Titlagarh-Singapur road 
up section (from Km 202.686 to 333.04) over East Coast Railway. (Jan 2016)  

   Trials conducted on locomotives 

 Oscillation trials of WDM3F locomotive upto the maximum test speed of 135 kmph in new wheel 
and worn wheel condition over PWL-AGC section of Agra division in North Central Railway  

 WAP7 locomotive has been cleared upto a max speed of 155 kmph on TKD-AGC section on 
track maintained to C&M1 Vol I std.  

 Oscillation Trials of WDP4B Class of Locomotive up to Maximum Test Speed of 145 kmph on 
Palwal – Agra Cantt  Section of  North Central Railway.  

 Oscillation trials of WDP4D dual cab locomotive has been conducted over NAD-UJN-BIH section 
of Western Railway at the max test speed of 115 kmph.  

 Adhesion & Running trials of IGBT based WDG4(4500HP) locomotive fitted with SIEMENS with 
simulated load equivalent to 59 loaded BOXN wagon in 1:100 gradient section of Hubli Division of 
South Western Railway.  



 Adhesion & Running trials of IGBT based WDG4(4500HP) locomotive fitted with SIEMENS with 
simulated load equivalent to 59 loaded BOXN wagon in 1:100 gradient section of Hubli Division of 
South Western Railway.  

 Adhesion trial of WDM3F (3600 hp) locomotive (M/s GETS) make.  

 Oscillation Trials of WDP4D Class of Locomotive up to Maximum Test Speed of 155 kmph on 
BAD –AGC (Up Line) Section of  North Central Railway.  

 Oscillation trials of WAP4 class of loco on track maintained to C&M1 vol-1  

 Oscillation Trials of WDP4B Class of Locomotive at the maximum test speed of 120 kmph on 2 
deg curve over Belanagar-Dankuni section of Eastern Railway.  

 Adhesion test of WDS6 Diesel loco fitted with Medha Microprocessor.  

 Oscillation trials of   WDP4D class of locomotive on 2 deg curve section up-to  maximum test 

speed of 120 kmph on Belanagar – Dankuni (up line) section of Eastern Railway. 

 Oscillation trials of   WDM3F class of locomotive on 2 deg curve section up-to  maximum test 

speed of 120 kmph on Belanagar – Dankuni (up line) section of Eastern Railway. 

 Oscillation trials of WAP7 locomotive with 6 mm root wear & 3 mm flange wear upto the 

maximum speed of 143 kmph over Howrah-Durgapur section of Howrah division in Eastern 

Railway. 

 Running trials on EMU coaches over W. Rly. to study the clearance between sole bar and 

platform. 

 Adhesion tractive effort characteristic and rating performance measurement of WAG9H Loco 

having IGBT based propulsion system over DKJ-KRA-BDCR section of S.C.Rly. 

 Oscillation Trials of WDP1  Locomotive up to Maximum Test Speed of 135 kmph in new wheel 

and worn wheel condition over SWM-KOTA section of  Kota Div. in West Central Railway.  

 Oscillation trials of WDG5 class of Locomotive on track maintained to other than C&M-1 Vol.1 

standard over BE-MB section of NR upto a max test speed of 115 Kmph. 

 Oscillation Trials of WAP4  Locomotive up to a Maximum Test Speed of 155 kmph over AGC-

GWL section of NC Railway. ( May 2013) 

 Oscillation trials of WDG4D (Duel CAB) class of Locomotives upto a max. test speed of 115 

Kmph in New & Worn Wheel profile condition over BE-MB section of MB Div. in N. Rly. ( July 

2013) 

 Oscillation trials of   WDP4 class of locomotives on curve of  1 degree to 1.5 degree up to  

maximum test speed of 115 kmph on DD-MMR section of C. Railway. ( Oct. 2013) 

 Oscillation Trials of WAG9H  Locomotive on Kalyan-Karjat BG main line section of Central 

Railway upto a max speed of 110Kmph.( Jan.2014) 

 Dynamic Car tests to prove Tractive effort/Braking effort –speed characteristic of WAG9H 

Locomotive having IGBT based propulsion system of M/s MEDHA over DKJ-KRA-BDCK section 

of SC Rly. Secunderabad. (May 2014) 

 EBD trial of WDP4D Locomotive upto 105 Kmph over Daund-Manmad section of C. Rly. (July 

2014) 

 Oscillation trial of WAG5 Taochi converted Locomotive on track maintained to C&M1 Vol.1 

standard upto max speed of 120 Kmph on HWH-KQR section of E&EC Railway. (Nov. 2014) 

 Vibration Testing of WDP4D Class of Locomotive upto max test speed of 105 Kmph on Lucknow-

Sultanpur section of Northern Railway. (Jan 2015) 

 Oscillation trial of WAP4 Class of Locomotive with 6mm dia 5mm root wear and 3mm flange wear 

with worn wheel on curved track maintained to C&M-1 Vol-1 standard upto max test speed of 155 

Kmph over Agra-Palwal section of North Central Railway. (Aug 2015)  



Coupler force and Controllability trials  

 Controllability & EBD trials of 5 WDG4 locomotives (in MU) and 54/58 BOXN wagon loaded upto 
CC+ 8t+ 2t with/without stoppage at intermediate station in the down grade of Castle Rock – 
Kulem section of South Western Railway were conducted and Speed certificate for operation was 
issued.  

 Coupler force trials for hauling 58 BOXN wagons up the ghat on Castle Rock – Kulem section of 
S.W. Railway were conducted and final speed certificate issued for operation with 2 WDG4 loco 
leading and 3 WDG4 locos as banker for maximum speed of 45 kmph. This has resulted in a 
significant increase in the throughput.  

 Coupler force and Emergency braking trials of 26 nos. BG ICF/RCF coaches fitted with center 
buffer couplers were conducted.  

 Coupler force and Emergency braking trials of 26 nos. BG ICF/RCF coaches fitted with center 
buffer couplers were conducted.  

 Coupler force trial on loaded 50 BTPN wagon headed by 2WAG7 (MU) and 3WAG7 (MU) 
locomotive as banker at the maximum test speed of 35 kmph over KJT-LNL section of (down & 
middle line) Mumbai division of Central Railway  

 Coupler force trial on loaded 50 BTPN wagon headed by 3WAG5A (MU) and 3WAG7 (MU) 
locomotive as banker at the maximum speed of 55 kmph over KJT-LNL section of (down & 
middle line) Mumbai division of Central Railway  

 Controllability trials including EBD trials of 42 BCNAM1 wagon (loaded to CC+8+2t) headed    by 
3WAG7 loco on LNL-KJT DN the ghat section of Mumbai division of Central Railway.   

       Controllability trials including EBD trials for running MLR type (Matheran Light Railway.) air 
braked Coaches with NDM6/NDM1/NDM1A Loco. 

 Controllability trials including EBD trials on 25 air brake loaded coaches (including 1 inspection 

car) headed by WAP7,WAP4, WAG5, WAG7, WAP5,WDM3A,WDG3A AND WDM3D 

locomotives in descending direction of MJY-DHQ and CCD-TEO  ghat section in NGP division of 

Central Railway. 

 Operational trial of long haul train ( two freight trains amalgamated into single train ) with hauling 

by two MU of WDG3A  diesel locomotives fitted with wireless distributed power control system on 

Vikarabad – Ghatnandur section of South Central Railway. 

 Operational trial of long haul train ( two freight trains amalgamated into single train ) with hauling 

by two MU of WDG3A  diesel locomotives fitted with wireless distributed power control system 

with synchronized braking features on Vikarabad – Bidar  section of South Central Railway. 

 Haulage Capacity, Controllability and EBD trials of 8 Wheeler self propelled over head(OHE) 
inspection car manufactured by ICF Chennai fitted with all coil ICF Bogie along with two 
vehicles(Having max gross load of 60t) up to a max speed of 65 Kmph over Pallakad-Podauur 
section of S. Rly. (April 2014) 

 Haulage Capacity, Controllability and EBD trials of BG 8 Wheeler OHE with double engine 
version fitted with All Coil BEML Bogies along with one BRHNES Wagon on Palakkad-Padanur 
Jn. of Southern Railway up to max speed of 65Kmph. (Aug 2014) 

 Coupler force and EBD trials of Passenger train of 21 Air braked LHB type Coaches fitted with EP 
assist brake system. (Sep. 2014) 

 Coupler force trial on 12 Car AC EMU MRVC Phase II (4units) fitted with M/s Bombardier 
Electrics and having Pneumatic suspension in secondary stage up to a max test speed of 110 
Kmph over Kalyan-Kasara section of Central Railway on track maintained to other than C&M1 
Vol.1 standard. (Oct. 2014) 

 Coupler Force, Controllability ,EBD & FSBD trials on 24 Air braked AC/Non AC SG ICF Coaches 
fitted with screw coupling over the ghat section (gradient 1 in 60) between Lumding-Silchar 
section of NF Rly. (April 2015) 



 Coupler Force, Controllability ,EBD & FSBD trials on 24/18 Air braked AC/non- AC SG ICF 
Coaches fitted with screw coupling over the ghat section (gradient 1 in 60) ,  Lumding-Silchar 
section of NF Rly. (Sep 2015) 

Important test conducted in Laboratories  

            Type acceptance test of ’K’ type Non asbestos CBB supplied by SW Rly Mysore workshop for 
coaching stock. 

            Quality tests of L type composition brake block of M/s Industrial Laminates (India) Pvt. Ltd. 
Mumbai for locomotive stock. 

            Performance and endurance testing of automatic brake cylinder pressure modification device 
(APM) supplied by M/s Stone India Ltd. 

            Performance and endurance testing of automatic brake cylinder pressure modification device 
(APM) supplied by M/s Escort Ltd. Faridabad. 

         Bench marking test for TM bellows of EMD make as well as testing of Indian manufactures. 

         Quality tests of k type composition brake block of m/s Rane Brake lining Ltd., Chennai for freight 
stock. 

         Quality test of L type composition brake blocks supplied by M/s Hindustan Composites Ltd., 
Mumbai for locomotive stock. 

         Type acceptance test on ’K’ type composition brake blocks of M/s BIC Auto Pvt., Ltd. New Delhi 
for locomotive stock. 

         Endurance and Performance Testing of Automatic Brake Cylinder Pressure Modification Device 
(ADM) supplied by M/s FAIVELEY TRANSPORT INDIA LTD. 

         Fatigue test of cast steel Brake Beam of Casnub bogie. 

         Testing of 3 stage Automatic Brake Unit of Anti collision device with 26 coach simulated air brake 
passenger train supplied by M/s ROTEX. 

         Fatigue test of Aluminium thermit welded Rail joints supplied by M/s Perfect. 

        Fatigue testing and load deflection characteristics test for confirmatory test of modified 
elastomeric pad. 

         Drag tests of L type composition brake blocks for freight stock to measure the change in wear 
rate with variation in axle load and speed while the braking force remains the same by 
determining specific wear rate. 

         Static characteristic test of rubber buffer springs of side buffers of BG wagon. 

         Testing of prodotype digital flow sensor with 26 air braked coaching stock developed by M/s 
Megha Servo Drive Pvt. Ltd. 

         Quality test of ’K’ type Non-asbestos composition brake blocks supplied by M/s Bony Polymers 
Ltd Faridabad for coaching stock. 

        Test on Micro process based End-of-Train Telemetry device supplied by M/s Medha servodrives 
Pvt. Ltd with 58 BOXN Wagon simulated Train on air brake test rack. 

         Fatigue test of Alumino Thermit welded Rail joints supplied by M/s Harshad Thermit Industries 
Pvt Ltd. Raipur. 

         Tests on Micro Processor based End- of-Train Telemetry Device Supplied By M/S Medha Servo 
Drives Pvt. Ltd.With 116 BOXN Wagon  Simulated Train on Air Brake Test Rack 

         Fatigue Testing and Deflection characteristics test of Elastomeric pad for Process Audit Check 



         Quality test of ’L’ type CBB for Diesel /Electric locomotive sent by QAM directorate. 

       Quality test of ’K’ type CBB of M/s BIC Auto Pvt Ltd for freight stock 

      Performance and endurance testing of Automatic Brake Cylinder pressure Modification      Device 
(APM) supplied by M/s Stone India Ltd. 

       Quality test of ’K’ type CBB of M/s Hindustan Composites Ltd. Mumbai for coaching Stock. 

      Quality test of ’L’ type CBB for Diesel Electric locomotive sent by QAM directorate. 

      Quality test of ’L’ type CBB for Diesel Electric locomotive sent by QAM directorate. 

       Load deflection characteristics and fatigue test of modified elastomeric pads for process    audit 
check. 

       Performance and endurance testing of automatic brake cylinder pressure modification device 
(APM) supplied by M/s Escorts Limited Faridabad. 

       Type acceptance test of ’K’ type Non asbestos CBB(colour code green supplied by SW Rly. for 
coaching stock. 

      Quality test of ’L’ type composition brake blocks for WAG7 locomotive  sent by Sr.DEE(TRS)  
Electric loco shed Angul (EC Rly) forwarded by Electrical Dte RDSO. 

       Load deflection characteristics and fatigue test of  elastomeric pad 
       Performance and endurance testing of Automatic Brake Cylinder pressure modification device 

(APM) ,supplied by M/s Faiveley Transport 

      Type acceptance test of ’K’ type composition Brake block of M/s Hindustan Composites Ltd. 
Mumbai for WDG4/WDP4 loco. 

     Type acceptance test of K type Non asbestos CBB (second sample) manufactured by SW 
Railway Mysore Workshop for coaching stock. 

       Load deflection and fatigue test of elastomeric pad for process  audit check. 

 Calibration of BOXN Wagon side frame and bolster has been done as per AAR test parameter for 
conducting load environment test on Indian Railways by TTCI, USA. 

 Type acceptance test for ‘K’ type less smoke Composition Brake Blocks. of M/s ILPL ,Mumbai 
and BIC, Delhi. 

 Load deflection and Fatigue testing of FIAT springs manufactured by Rail Spring Workshop, 
Sithouli. 

 Load deflection and Fatigue testing on Primary Rail FIAT springs for FIAT Bogie manufactured by 
Rail Spring Workshop, Sithouli.  

 Air Brake simulation test on 24 Coach consequence of closing of BP/FP angle cock of 07
th
 

Coach. 

 Load deflection and fatigue test of ICF axle springs. 

 Load deflection and Fatigue testing till 3 million cycles of secondary coil springs (F-14) for FIAT 
Bogie manufactured by Rail Spring Workshop, Sithouli. 

 Test of Polyurethane side bearer pad received under expression of interest. 

 Stress investigation and Fatigue testing of HTSC(FAB-II) Loco Bogie Frame. 

 Structure strength test of FIAT Bogie Frame of Prototype AC Double-Decker Coach. 

 Quality test of Disc Brake Pads of BECORIT make used in LHB type Coaches sent by N. Rly. 
(May 2013) 

 Testing of Pads of RF-361 Draft Gear. (June 2013) 

 Quality test of ‘K’ type (Unused) non-asbestos Composition Brake Blocks supplied by M/s 
Hindustan Composite Ltd., Mumbai for EMU Stock. (June 2013) 

 Quality test of Disc Brake Pads of JURID make used in LHB type Coaches sent by Jagadhari 
Workshop, N. Rly. (June 2013) 

 Load deflection and Fatigue testing of Primary helical springs for WAP4 Locomotive 
manufactured by M/s G B Spring Pvt. Ltd., Dehradun. (July 2013) 



 Quality test of ‘K’ type (used) non-asbestos Composition Brake Blocks supplied by M/s Rane 
Brakes Lining, Chennai for EMU Stock. (July 2013) 

 Load deflection and Fatigue test of Elastomeric Pads for process audit check. (July 2013) 

 Load deflection and Fatigue testing of single coil springs for WDG4 Locomotive manufactured by 
Rail Spring Karkhana ,Sithouli. (July 2013) 

 Smoke test of used ‘K’ type 10 nos. non-asbestos Composition Brake Blocks supplied by 
Carriage Directorate, RDSO for Coaching Stock. (July 2013) 

 Testing of M/s Miner make Poly Urethane side bearer pads. (Aug 2013) 

 Load deflection and Fatigue test of Elastomeric Pads for process audit check. (Aug 2013) 

 Testing of M/s Faiveley Transport India Limited make C3W Distributor Valve with integral volume 
relay valve to RDSO specification C-K209. (Aug 2013) 

 Load deflection and Fatigue testing of single coil springs for WDP4 Locomotive manufactured by 
Rail Spring Karkhana ,Sithouli. (Aug 2013) 

 Load deflection and Fatigue test of Elastomeric Pads for process audit check. (Sept.2013) 

 Load deflection and Fatigue test of Elastomeric Pads for process audit check. (Oct. 2013) 

 Testing of Digital Air Flow Sensor developed by M/s Medha Servo Drives Pvt. Ltd. on 26 Coaches 
Passenger Train in Air Brake Lab. (Nov. 2013) 

 Testing of M/s. Knorr make Distributor Valve type KEdiPKSL-RLV to RDSO specification C-K209. 
(Nov. 2013) 

 Testing of Poly Urethane long life side Buffer spring pads assembly. (Nov. 2013) 

 Type acceptance test for ‘L’ type Composition Brake Blocks. of M/s Daulat Ram Brakes 
manufacturing Co., Bhopal for freight stock. (Nov. 2013) 

 Load deflection and Fatigue test of Elastomeric Pads for process audit check. (Nov.2013) 

 Testing of Brake interface unit for TCAS Loco interface developed by M/s MEDHA. Hyderabad, in 
Air Brake Lab.(Dec. 2013) 

 Load deflection test of Elastomeric Pads for process audit check. (Dec.2013) 

 Load deflection and Fatigue test of Elastomeric Pads for process audit check. (Jan.2014) 

 Testing of Distributor Valve for Coaching Stocks received by I&L(Mechanical) Directorate, RDSO 
to RDSO specification C-K209. (Jan. 2014) 

 Testing of Digital air flow Sensor developed by M/s Topgrip, Kolkata on 26 Coaches Passenger 
Train in Air Brake Lab.(Jan.2014) 

 Load deflection, Compression strength  and Fatigue testing of Poly Urethane side bearer pad 
type B design.(Jan.2014) 

 Quality test of ‘K’ type non-asbestos Composition Brake Blocks supplied by M/s Cemcon Engg., 
New Delhi for EMU Stock.(Jan.2014) 

 Quality test of Disc Brake Pads supplied by M/s ILPL,Mumbai used in LHB type 
Coaches.(Feb.2014) 

 Quality tests of 'K' type  non-asbestos Composition Brake Blocks received by 
Director/I&L/RDSO/NDLS office for EMU Stock. (April 2014) 

 Quality test of Disc Brake Pads of JURID make used in LHB type Coaches sent by Jagadhari 
Workshop, N. Railway. (May 2014)  

 Testing of spring loaded constant contact side bearer assembly. (May 2014) 

 Load deflection, Compression strength and Fatigue test of Poly- Urethane side bearer pads.  
(May 2014) 

 Quality tests of 'L' type  Composition Brake Blocks of M/s Greysham (International) super friction , 
Paonta Sahib (H.P.) for freight Stock for 1000mm Wheel Diameter. (June 2014) 

 Quality test of ‘L’ type Composition Brake Blocks of M/s BIC Auto Pvt. Ltd. , Bahadurgarh, 
Haryana for freight stock (BLC Wagon for 840mm wheel dia.) (July 2014) 

 Load deflection, Compression strength and Fatigue test of design of constant contact 
polyurethane side bearer pads supplied by M/s Polymer Product of India under expression of 
interest.(July 2014) 

 Testing of RF-8 high capacity draft gear pads.(Aug 2014) 

 Quality test of Disc Brake pads of BICORIT make used in LHB type Coaches sent by N. 
Railway.(Aug 2014) 



 Load deflection and Fatigue test of Elastomeric pads for process audit check.(Aug 2014) 

 Type acceptance test of 'L' type Composition Brake Blocks of M/s Hindustan Composites Ltd, 
Mumbai for Locomotive application sent by MP Dte /RDSO/Lko.(Sep. 2014) 

 Quality test of ‘K’ type non-asbestos composition brake blocks received by Director/RDSO/NDLS 
office for EMU stock. (Nov. 2014) 

 Testing in Air Brake Lab on simulating 118 Wagons long haul trains with two Loco (Lead & 
remote) by applying different brakes in condition of single and twin pipe brake system for study of 
successive release time to evaluate the Heuristic formula. (Dec 2014) 

 Type acceptance test of 'L' type Composition Brake Blocks of M/s Escorts Ltd, Faridabad for  Loco  
application sent by MP Dte /RDSO/Lko. (Jan 2015) 

 Dynamometer test of ‘L’ type CBB for mainline passenger stock at the speed of 140 Kmph for 
study purpose. (Jan 2015)   

 Testing of Brake interface unit for TCAS Loco interface developed by M/s Kernex, Hyderabad in 
Air Brake Lab.(Jan 2015) 

 Load deflection test of WDM3D Loco Spring sent by Diesel Loco Shed, Ratlam. (March 2015) 

 Study of application and release time on simulating 116 wagon train with 02 Locomotives in 
different formations with single and twin pipe brake systems in Air Brake Lab. (April 2015) 

 Study of BP & BC Pressure in the Air Brake Lab on simulating 24 coaches twin pipe air brake 
train with one Locomotive in condition of BP drop in the train through leak holes of different sizes 
by providing the different sizes of chocks on leading end brake pipe hose of the 1st  Coach.(April 
2015) 

 Load deflection, Compression strength and Fatigue test of Design B and Design A Constt. 
Contact Polyurethane side bearer supplied by M/s CALCAST Ferrous Ltd. under EOI. (May 2015) 

 Load deflection, Compression strength and Fatigue test of Design B and Design A Constt. 
Contact Polyurethane side bearer supplied by M/s CALCAST Ferrous Ltd. under EOI. (May 2015) 

 Quality test of ‘K’ type non-asbestos composition brake blocks received by 
Director/Carriage/RDSO and manufactured by M/s ILPL for EMU stock. (June 2015) 

 Performance testing of M/s Stone India make C3W2 DV type aluminium distributor valve to 
RDSO specification C-K209. (Aug 2015) 

 Odour testing of seven pairs of Brake Blocks as per RDSO specification C-9809 (Rev-4) of 
different brake block manufacturing Firms forwarded by Carriage Directorate. ( Sep 2015) 

 Stress Investigation and Fatigue testing of HTSC bogie frame of WDG5 Diesel Locomotive. 
(Nov 2015) 

 Load Deflection Characteristic and Load retention testing of existing PU side bearers to develop 

new design side bearer for BLCAM/BLCBM Wagon. ( Jan 2016) 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 


